Analysis of thermal processes in furnaces for CMA firing
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APPENDIX II- DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES AND TEMPERATURE CURVES

Figure II-1  Geometry 1; stack in 60 litre furnace

Figure II-2  Temperature profile geometry 1
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Figure II-3  Geometry 2; stack in a 60 litre furnace

Figure II-4  Temperature profile geometry 2
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Figure II-5  Temperature profile geometry 2
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Figure II-6  Geometry 3; stack in a 60 litre furnace

Figure II-7  Temperature profile geometry 3
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Figure II-8  Geometry 4; stack in a 300 litre furnace

Figure II-9  Temperature profile geometry 4
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Figure II-10  Temperature profile geometry 4
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Figure II-10  Geometry 5; stack in a 300 litre furnace

Figure II-11  Temperature profile geometry 5
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Figure II-12 Geometry 6; stack in a 300 litre furnace

Figure II-13 Temperature profile geometry 6
APPENDIX III- DIFFERENT FIGURES FROM ANSYS

Figure III-1: Element distribution 60 litre furnace
Figure III-2: Element distribution stack in furnace
Figure III-3: Element distribution stack in furnace
Figure III-4: Element distribution 300 litre furnace
Figure III-5: Temperature distribution during heating up in stack
Figure III-6: Temperature distribution during heating up in stack
Figure III-7: Element distribution 1/4 60 litre furnace for CFD
Figure III-8: Element distribution 1/4 60 litre furnace for CFD
Figure III-9: Velocity field in furnace during forced cooling by CFD
Figure III-10: Temperature distribution during forced cooling by CFD
Figure III-11: Velocity field in furnace during forced cooling by CFD
Figure III-12: Temperature distribution during forced cooling by CFD
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